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4.

A Group of four Limited Edition
2007 ‘West Coast Choppers’ Zippo
Lighters, company then of Long Beach,
California, four different designs - lucky
horseshoe, four-leaf clover and dice, an
anchor, two bluebirds and red roses, all
brushed chrome, unused (4)
£30-50

8.

A collection of Gaming and
Gambling related Zippo Lighters,
including Camel Pool Ball, Pool Balls,
8 Ball with raised Camel medallions, 9
Ball, 4 Aces Zippo Million Dollar Machine
and more, Camel Poker Game with one
duplicate, various dates, unused (9)
£80-120

1.

A group of 12 Camel
Smokin’ Joe’s Racing Zippo Lighters,
various designs, in polished chrome,
polished brass and other finishes,
including Smokin’ Joe Scarf, Smokin’
Joe’s Chequered flag and more, with
duplicates, dated 1993-1997, all unused
(12)
£120-180

9.
5.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
cigarette Zippo lighters, with Joe Camel
within cigarette packet design, one for
Camel Filters, the other Turkish Filters,
both with unbroken seal to reverse (2)
£200-250

A Limited Edition HarleyDavidson Engine Series presentation
Zippo Lighter set, dated 1993 and
1994, with chrome and brass examples,
chrome 407/4000, the brass 407/1500,
including Shovelhead, 1st Production
Model, Panhead, First V-Twin, Evolution
and Knucklehead, all in fitted wooden
presentation box, unused (7)
£100-200

2.

A ‘Viet Nam 67-68 Nha Trang’
brass Zippo Lighter, for the United
States Marine Corps, inscribed ‘Always
Ropped or Always Stoned I made it a
Year I’m going home’ to reverse, together
with six later military-related Zippo
lighters for Operation Iraqi Freedom,
D-Day Normandy, Limited Edition 60th
Anniversary of the end of WWII, 99/200,
dated from 1991-2005, unused (7)
£80-100

6.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
cigarette Zippo lighters, both with Joe
Camel playing musical instruments, one
with accordion, the other with trumpet,
unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

10.

Two 2004 Martini Glass with
Olive Zippo Lighters, in brushed chrome,
together with seven Camel Martini matt
black lighters, three with white screen
print logo, one with Camel, the other
with two RJR (R J Reynolds) initials, other
examples in bronze and gold, unused,
dated 1996 onwards (7)
£70-100

3.

A Limited Edition European
Zippo Lighter set for Germany entitled
‘Camel Couple’, with a lady and
gentleman in smart 1930s-style dress
pictured smoking on each, on high
polished brass, dated 1997, unused (2)
£80-120
Lot 4

7.

A ‘Kamel Cigarettes’ Pin-Up
prototype Zippo Lighter, red and white
lettering, with Pin-Up Girl and black ‘EST.
1913’ on red circle in front of her, matt
black background, dated 1997, unused (1)
£100-150
Lot 8

2

11.

Camel Summer Series II Zippo
Lighters, Underwater, Dusk, Ocean Waves
and Exotic Landscape CZ#689-692, dated
04 & 05, Spanish script, unused (4)
£60-100
Lot 12
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12.
Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, both with Joe
Camel at famous landmarks - the Sydney
Opera House and The Taj Mahal, both
with unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

13.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, one with Joe
on motorcycle in front of the Egyptian
Pyramids, the other with Joe and
another camel on motorcycle and sidecar
combination, both with unbroken seals to
reverse (2)
£200-250

16.

Camel ‘Genuine 50’s - 90’s’ set
of five Zippo Lighters, released 2008,
CZ#802-806, comprising 50s TV, 60s Bus,
70s Lava lamp, 80s Cassette and 90s
Phone, all with Zippo boxes, unused (5)
£80-120

20.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, one with Joe
wearing a green tuxedo with green bow
tie, the other of him wearing a holiday
shirt and fruit ‘Carmen Miranda’ head
gear, both with unbroken seals to reverse
(2)
£200-250

17.

A collection of six Camel
Zipguard Zippo Lighters, all dated 2000 Black, Purple, Blue, Red, White and Silver,
unused (6)
£100-150

21.

A collection of twelve yellow
metal Camel Zippo Lighters, dating 19962008, with various designs, including
2003 Camel World Cup, The Camels are
Coming, R.J.Reynolds Tobacco Company,
Western Camel and others (12)
£120-180

18.

14.

A 1995 Kamel Red Lights
prototype Zippo Lighter, with white
background to the ‘RE’, with Kamel Red
Lights Zippo with red background to the
‘RE’, both on matt black background and
copyright 1996, unused (2)
£120-180

A Camel Damien Hirst Butterfly
Zippo Lighter, the red matt lighter
with Camel name to front, with flying
butterflies to front and back, the artwork
by Damien Hirst, 200 made, only 130
released due to legal problems, case
dated 1998, unused (1)
£200-300

22.

Zippo Lighters ‘The Night
Collector’s’ Series, all dated 02, all for
Camel Filters - Lounge, Reggie, Disco,
Electronica, and Hip Hop, unused (5)
£250-300

19.

15.
Three Limited Edition Zippo
Lighters, Johnny Hallyday 98 Tour,
69/500, dated 98, 60th Anniversary of
Zippo Commemorative Edition, 542/2000,
1932-1992, dated 1991, and Camel 90th
Anniversary 80/100, 1913-2003, dated
02, unused (3)
£70-100

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, one representing
Halloween, the other probably Christmas,
with four camels carol singing by light of a
Zippo, unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

Lot 20

23.

Two German-market Camel
Zippo Lighters, both on brushed chrome,
one translating as ‘Cool Dude looking
for a date with great taste’, the other
featuring a Turkish city, and ‘Hat Jemand
Feuer?’, translating as ‘Anyone have a
light?’, unused
£150-250
Lot 24

Lot 16
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24.

32.

A 1997 Multi-Colour Classic
Prototype Camel Zippo Lighter, European
Collectors Pack Design to front, ‘Cactus
Camel’ with added decoration, believed
rejected by R J Reynolds and only 10
made
£120-180

28.

A 1996 Cactus Camel Zippo
Lighter, dated 1996, together with two
Pop Art Zippo lighters, dated 1996,
unused (3)
£60-80

25.

The 1988 Brush-Brass 75th
Birthday Zippo the original ‘Joe’ Camel
lighter, introduced 26/01/88, together
with The Camel Beast with initials BJK,
dated 91, Tuxedo Joe with initials DJD,
dated 91, together with three others
dated 84/90 & 92, one with initials A.R.A,
all marked with the date 1932, unused (6)
£100-150

A collection of yellow-metal
Camel Trophy Zippo Lighters, to include
two 1989 Brazil, first of the Camel Trophy
lighters, two USSR ‘90, two TanzaniaBurundi ‘91, a Mundo Maya ‘95 and
a Limited Edition Sabah-Malaysia ‘93,
unused (8)
£120-180

33.

29.

A collection of thirteen Camel
Zippo Lighters, each decorated in blue
and yellow, each with various designs
including Einstein’s equation E=mc2, with
duplication (13)
£120-150

Calendar Girls Zippo Lighters,
a set of 12 Camel Zippo lighters,
representing months of the year, each
with different pin up girl, unused, in
plastic Zippo boxes (12)
£150-200

34.
26.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo Lighters, decorated
with girls smoking girls one for ‘Turkish
Blend’ and the other ‘Pleasure to Burn’,
unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

30.

A Zippo Lighter Camel
Collector’s Pack, comprising Thumbs Up
Joe, Eddie on Drums, Floyd on Sax, Bustah
on Guitar and Max on Harmonica, all on
matt white, unused (5)
£150-180

The Zippo Lighter Las Vegas
Playing Card series, Dice, Nitelife,
Roulette and Slots, all on chrome, dated
2005, unused (4)
£100-120

35.

27.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, three
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zipp lighters, each with Joe in
different European Countries - in front
of the Eiffel Tower in Paris, The Leaning
Tower of Pisa in Italy and a Flamenco
Dancer in Spain, all with unbroken seals
to reverse (3)
£250-300

4

Camel Summer Beach Zippo
Lighter Series, all dated 2004 - Cliff Diver,
Pond, Beach Cove and Camel on Sand,
unused (4)
£100-120

31.

Set of Four Camel Zippo Lighters
from the Exotic Blend Collection, dated
2000, comprising Crema, Rare, Twist and
Samsun, unused (4)
£80-120
Lot 32

36.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
cigarette Zippo lighters, one celebrating
St. Valentine’s Day and the other St
Patrick’s Day, both with unbroken seals to
reverse (2)
£200-250
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41.

Camel’s Zippo Lighter Five-Piece
Puzzle Set, for Argentian market - Gas
Station, Car, Tobacco Road, Bar and
Motel, all fitting together to form one
picture, all in Zippo cardboard boxes,
unused (5)
£120-180

37.
Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, both with Joe in
different outfits, smoking a cigarette in
each, both with unbroken seals to reverse
(2)
£200-250

45.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, snooker/pool
themed, one with female Camel chalking
a cue, and the other with a girl with
cigarette in holder, pool cue in hand,
with the tag line ‘Pleasure to Burn’, both
with unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

42.

The Camel Zippo Lighter Bike
Tour 2002, five matt black lighters
with various designs - Bike Tour 2002,
Jim Nasi Customs, Kendall Johnson
Customs, Thunder Cycles, and West Coast
Choppers/Jesse James, all dated 2001,
unused (5)
£80-120

38.
A Camel Damien Hirst Butterfly
Zippo Lighter, the red matt lighter
with Camel name to front, with flying
butterflies to front and back, the artwork
by Damien Hirst, 200 made, only 130
released due to legal problems, case
dated 1998, unused (1)
£200-300

39.
The Zippo Lighter Culture Series,
a set of four Camel lighters, all dated
02 and 03, comprising Medieval, Greek,
African and Egyptian, unused (4)
£80-120

40.
Camel’s Zippo Lighter Greatest
Hits Series, set of three - Wax Seal, Chess
and Building, dated 2004 and 2005,
unused (3)
£30-50

46.

Camel Zippo Lighter Postal Card
Series, containing nine lighters, dated 05
and 06 - Lightning, Wooden Camel, Camel
in Ice, Camel in Sand, Eastern Camel,
Camel in Cloud, Camel Planet, Camel Inca
Stone and Camel Inca Sand, unused (9)
£200-300

43.

Camel Zippo Lighter Music
Series, set of five all dated 2005 - Salsa,
Techno, Disco, Rock and Reggae, unused
(5)
£100-120

47.

A Prototype Camel Lightbulb
Zippo Lighter, with brush chrome case
and dated 1997, with a Camel Lightbulb
lighter with high polish chrome case,
dated 1998, unused (2)
£120-180

44.

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, with Joe in front
of a Chinese Dragon in the Forbidden City,
Beijing and The Kremlin in Russia, both
with unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

48.

A set of five Joe Camel ‘Doin’
The Deid’ Zippo Lighters, all Operation
Iraq Freedom 2003-2004, all dated 04,
with various camo designs and polished
harvest bronze, unused (5)
£80-120

Lot 45

Lot 41

49.

Four USA-related Camel Zippo
Lighters, including Camel Filters with flag,
1913-2003, RJR Pride in America and two
Camels with US flag design, unused (4)
£50-80
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54.

A Camel Zippo Lighter
Collector’s Pack, comprising Thumbs Up
Joe, Eddie on Drums, Floyd on Sax, Bustah
on Guitar and Max on Harmonica, all on
matt white, unused (5)
£150-180

50.

American Denim Camel
Prototype Zippo Lighter, one of six made,
on matt black case, dated 1996, unused
(1)
£150-250

58.

Camel Zippo Lighter Artist Pack
Design, the eight-lighter set comprising
Camel at Sea, Japanese, Camel Evolution,
Art Deco, Flying Castle, Desert Design,
Camel with Pants and Hat and Camel
Aztec, only 100 sets made for the South
African market, unused (8)
£150-250

55.

51.

An 80th Anniversary Limited
Edition Camel Zippo Lighter, 333/4000,
together with Pleasure of Cabah, Camel
Exotic, 1932 Replica Second Release,
Camel Biker Emblem, and two others,
unused (7)
£100-150

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, celebrating the
4th July and Thanksgiving, both with
unbroken seals to reverse (2)
£200-250

56.

52.

Camel Zippo Lighter Decade
Series, consisting of ten brushed chrome
lighters, featuring different images from
1900-1990, all dated 2000, unused (10)
£200-250

A collection of chrome Camel
Zippo Lighters, to include Retro Midnight
Chrome, German Camel Beast, Smooth
One in Chrome and brushed chrome, Day
and Night Camel, Camel Boom Box and
Camel Zip, plus another, unused (9)
£100-120

59.

Six Kamel Cigarette Zippo
Lighters, including Red Kamel - Black,
Kamel Lights, Kamel Menthol, Red Kamel
Lights and two Red Kamel Filters on pink
matt cases, dated 1996-1999, unused (6)
£120-150

60.

A 1999 Camel Swirl brushed
chrome Zippo Lighter, with Camel Retro
Emblem, Camel Since 1913 and Camel
Biker Wings, dated 1998 and 1999,
unused (4)
£150-200

61.
57.
53.

Two Camel 8-Ball with raised
Camel Medallion Zippo Lighter tin sets,
dated 1993 and 1997, together with two
other Camel tin sets, each with polished
chrome Camel lighters (4)
£80-120

A collection of 20 New Yorkrelated Zippo Lighters, including The
Destination Series, Statue of Liberty,
Marilyn Monroe, Pleasure to Burn Pin Up
Girl, Skyline and more, in display case,
unused (20)
£180-220
lot 58

Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, three
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, all gambling
related, Joe with casino chips, playing
cards and standing in front of slot
machines, all with unbroken seals to
reverse (3)
£250-300
Lot 62

Lot 54
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62.
Two Classic Camel Design
Prototype Zippo Lighters, one in polished
chrome with print, dated 1993, the other
in Midnight Chrome, dated 1993, first
trial at laser engraving , unused (2)
£150-200
69.
66.

63.
A selection of chrome and brush
chrome Camel and Camel Filter Zippo
Lighters, 1994-2003, all with similar
design, with slight variations, unused (8)
£70-100

Camel Joe Golfing Prototype
Zippo Lighter, the matt blue casing dated
1997, with only 3 to 6 pieces made,
unused (1)
£80-120

An assortment of 13 Camel
Zippo Lighters, mainly engraved Polished
Chrome, including Camel Rare R J
Reynolds Reserve, Joe as the Sphinx,
Project 2.0, Camel with scarf, white and
yellow metal heavy case, 2005 Guarantee
and more, various ages, unused (13)
£150-200

70.

A Sterling Silver Limited Edition
85th Anniversary Camel Zippo Lighter,
18/100, with engraved design to front
and dated 1997, with fitted plain wooden
box, unused (2)
£80-120

64.
The Camel Zippo Lighter
International Series, also known as the
‘19’, comprising Riverbend on black and
purple, Desert Mirage on green and
black, Desert Moonrise, Camel Volcano
on navy and blue, Cream European Red
Pack, Brass European Red Pack, Green
Whirlpool on quick silver and brush
chrome, Camel Pool Table, Rainbow
Twist on purple and brush chrome,
Camel Soundwave on black, Camel
Kaleidoscope, and Psychedelic Dust
storm on brush chrome and purple, dated
1999, unused, all with Zippo cardboard
box (19)
£350-450

67.

The Original ‘Silver Plate’ lustreetched Camel Biker Zippo Lighter, dated
1995, with Biker Joe to front, with original
cardboard box, unused (1)
£50-80

71.

A Camel Zippo Lighter State
Series Collector’s Pack, ten matt
cream lighters, dated 1997 and 1998,
all depicting Camel in different states,
including Florida, Colorado, Hawaii, New
York, Kentucky, California, North Carolina,
Illinois and Tennessee, unused (10)
£250-300

68.

65.
Two Artist’s Camel Zippo
Lighters, entitled Camel Abstract, on matt
white, dated 1999, after Piet Mondrian
and Camel on Canvas, on metallic blue,
dated 2003, after Vincent Van Gogh,
unused (2)
£50-80
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Richard Wallich hand-painted
Limited Edition Zippo Lighters, two
Limited Edition hand-painted 1/1 Camel
Cigarette Zippo lighters, depicting Joe as a
Canadian Mountie and a Miner, both with
unbroken seals to the reverse (2)
£200-250

72.

A collection of Joe Camelrelated Zippo Lighters, various dates,
comprising Pool Player (2), Joe Fishing
(2), Joe on the Handlebars (2) different
examples, Joe in the Window, Hard Pack
Zippo, one from the gift set, Pool Player
with gift tin, Piano Joe, Joe Camel White
Tux and a Slim Camel lighter, unused
(parcel)
£100-150
7

73.

A collection of chrome Camel
Zippo Lighters, to include Retro Midnight
Chrome, German Camel Beast, Smooth
One in Chrome and brushed chrome, Day
and Night Camel, Camel Boom Box and
Camel Zip, plus another, unused (9)
£100-120

77.

An assortment of pre-2000 camel Zippo Lighters, including Classic Camel
(Quick Silver), Six String Zippo, Desert Sunset, Camel Circle, Black Zipguard, Camel Biker,
Camel Eclipse, Camel Ornament, 85th Anniversary Emblem, 1 C-Note Camel Cash, in
cream and blue, Camel Biker Emblem, Steelworks Zippo and two others, various dates,
unused (15)
£150-200

Lot 74

74.

Camel Zippo Lighter
International Series, seventeen of the
series known as the ‘19’, missing Camel
Volcano Navy Blue and Green Whirlpool
Quick Silver, all marked 1999, unused (17)
£300-400

80.

A collection of year 2000 and
later Camel Zippo Lighters, including
2003 Camel World Pass, Rosette, Camel
Lights, Filters and more, various designs
and dates, unused (20+)
£180-220

78.

A Camel Swirl 1999 Zippo
Lighter, together with a Camel Retro
Emblem on matt blue case, both dated
1999, unused (3)
£120-180

75.

A Camel Joe Pool Player
Prototype Zippo Lighter, on brush
chrome case, artwork not approved due
to halo being too big, dated 1997, in
original Zippo cardboard box, unused (2)
£80-120

81.

79.

Joe on the Handlebars Brushed
Chrome Prototype Zippo Lighter, dated
1997, unused (1)
£100-150

A Camel Desert Sunset
Prototype Zippo Lighter, with pink,
orange and yellow background on
polished chrome, together with another
Desert Sunset lighter (red, orange and
yellow background), dated 1995, unused
(2)
£100-150

Lot 85

76.

A 1992 ‘The Hard Pack’
Prototype Zippo Lighter, the design on
front of dark grey matt case, dated 1992,
unused (1)
£220-250
8
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86.

82.
A Limited Edition Joe Camel
Pool Player Sterling Silver Zippo Lighter,
28/100, dated 1997, with engraved
design to front, unused, complete with
matching fitted wooden box, with same
design to top (2)
£80-120

Nine of The Camel International
Series Zippo Lighters, comprising Camel
Riverbend (black and purple), Cream
European Red Pack, Brass European Red
Pack, Green Whirlpool (quick silver),
Twisted Rainbow (chrome), Camel
Soundwave, Camel Kaleidoscope (chrome
and blue) and Psychedelic Dust storm
(purple), dated 1999, unused (9)
£180-220

90.

A 1997 Camel Map Prototype
Zippo Lighter, on matt black case,
together with another on brush chrome
case, unused (2)
£120-150

87.

Two ‘Big Joe Zippo’ Zippo
Lighters, both on matt black, together
with two Tuxedo Joe with Cigarette Pack
on brushed chrome, unused (4)
£100-150

83.
The Camel Zippo Lighter
Communications Series 2001,
Argentinian market, comprising five
lighters - Printing Press, T.V., Internet,
Rosetta Stone and Rock Art, four dated 01
the other 2000, unused (5)
£120-180

91.

Two Camel Joe in Triangle Zippo
Lighters, both dated 1997, both polished
chrome cases, one possibly a prototype
as slightly different colour to design,
unused (2)
£80-120

92.
84.

88.

85.
The Camel Zippo Lighter Decade
Series, consisting of ten brushed chrome
lighters, featuring different images from
1900-1990, all dated 2000, unused (10)
£200-250

89.

A Joe in the Window Prototype
Zippo Lighter, with High Polished Chrome
case, dated 1997, unused (1)
£120-180

A 1996 Camel Pool Rack Zippo
Lighter set, comprising of 15 lighters
representing the 15 balls, in fitted stand
in the form of a pool triangle, only 104
sets produced, unused (16)
£600-800

A Joe Camel Pack Lights
Prototype Zippo Lighter, with six-colour
design, on brushed chrome case, dated
1990, unused (1)
£200-250

The South America Pack Design
part Camel Zippo Lighter Series, 4 of
5, comprising Camel Fire, Camel Light,
Camel Light and Camel Troy, missing
Camel Mt Rushmore, all dated 03 and 04,
unused (4)
£80-120

93.

A Joe’s Debut Zippo Lighter
Prototype, on brushed brass case, dated
1997, unused (1)
£100-120

Lot 86
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98.

94.

A Biker Joe with Cigarette Pack
Prototype Zippo Lighter, with restricted
artwork on brushed chrome case, dated
1990, unused (1)
£220-250

95.

A collection of various Camel
Zippo Lighters, including Midnight
Oasis, Classic Camel with raised Emblem
(marked P.I.I to base), Black Crackle
Camel (renamed Camel Herd), What A
Cigarette, Camel Haloed Beast, Night and
Day Zippo, Stained Glass Zippo and more,
various dates, unused (14)
£180-220

A Collection of Camel
Presentation Pack Zippo Lighters,
including Camel Trophy Limited Edition
Sabah-Malaysia ‘93 (1282/5000)
gentleman’s Benzina set, plus another
similar for 80 Year, A 65th Anniversary,
Night and Day Camel set with key ring,
Camel Classic tin set, and a set of nine
related to New York (parcel)
£100-150

99.

A Snoozin’ Camel Zippo Table
Lighter, together with a section of other
yellow metal Camel Zippo lighters,
including The Rose Beast (Slim), three
Western Camel 22ct gold plated, Camels
are Coming 22ct gold plated, Camel Joe
& Pool Cue 22ct gold, Genuine Taste,
Camel Trophy Adventure Spirit and more,
unused (11)
£120-180

96.

A set of twelve Camel Calendar
Girl Zippo Lighters, each one issued to
each month of the year with a different
pin-up girl and ‘Pleasure to Burn’ on each,
unused (12)
£120-180

100.

A Sterling Silver Limited Edition
Joe Triangle Zippo Lighter, 46/100, with
design to front, dated 1997, unused,
complete with original fitted wooden
display box (2)
£80-120
END OF AUCTION

97.

A 1992 Camel Biker Prototype
Zippo Lighter, on brushed chrome, with
12 colour design to front, dated 1992,
unused (1)
£250-350
Lot 98
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you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity. The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20%
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE;
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot;
and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge VAT at the current
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input
tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will wherever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in house
and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not automatically provided within this charge. We also reserve the
right to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense)
pay for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the
auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us
in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any
inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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